Sunshine Coast Spinners and Weavers Guild

Announcements
The Guild has a new Treasurer:
Welcome Lynda Annibal!

Marjorie Ann and Jeannie
Pataky
are organizing a
Guild Exchange
for the June meeting.
we will exchange containers
—furoshiki, bag, bowl, or ?
made with any fibre and any
technique. Bring your creation
in a paper bag. Items will be
exchanged through an
anonymous draw.
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Guild Members Managed
to stay innovative and productive over the winter hiatus even though
several events had to be cancelled because of snow. On December
28, some members met up with the Repair Cafe at the Gibsons
library to demonstrate repair of fabrics

Repair as embellishment

Hosts are needed
for the Southern Spin-in
on the 2nd Thursday
of each month.
Duties are to: arrive early,
make tea and coffee, and
clean up.
Is your IGA card
malfunctioning?
Send the complete serial no.
to Dianne. She is arranging
replacement cards with
the supplier.

Picking up stitches to reknit the heel of a sock
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At the January 6 Show-and-Tell
We were able to marvel at:

The Guild will be offering
an inkle loom workshop
taught by Danielle.
Time and place TBA
contact Dianne
dlim@eastlink.ca

Buy and Sell

Muriel Pryor’s
beautiful
lichen-dyed sweaters

local resident Ocean
would like to buy a
used ball winder and swift.
Contact:
ulantiasea@gmail.com

Free loom available
4-harness Leclerc loom
would-be new owner must
transport from Vancouver
Contact
d_margaret@hotmail.com

these
intricate
socks by
Ursula
Bentz

Te a t o w e l a n d s h a w l b y J a n
Seedhouse using cotton and rayon
chenille
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Knit Night at the
Gibsons Public Market
continues to thrive. Five participants are
working on the Sixareen cape by Kate
Davies/

Few People Realize
how much work goes into a successful Guild Sale.
The work for the 2020 Sale has already began. On
January 16, guild sale officers and members-at-large
met for a debriefing on the most recent sale.
Some suggestions were:
to have the guild tapestry on the wall behind the
cashiers
that introductory (drop) spinning should have its
own table and needs a demonstrator
That drop spinning classes could be available at a
southern spin-in, since it occurs in the same (public)
space.
that the person responsible for door prizes could also
co-ordinate the greeters.

The Book Corner– February 2020
I’m delighted to write about 3 new collections to our library this
season! Firstly, we have six new issues of Wild Fiber magazine, the
“National Geographic” of the fiber world! If
you are unfamiliar with this exceptional
magazine you can read about it in our March
2019 newsletter (there’s a link on our Guild
website). Secondly, we have ten new dvd sets
this month. Most of them are from the online
teaching forum craftsy/bluprint. These dvd
presentations are well laid out to maximize
the learning experience and each one includes
a booklet with patterns for the projects
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covered. Rigid Heddle Weaving, My First Socks and Mastering Lace
Shawls are just a few of the options available.
Thirdly, and to me the most exciting collection,
is a bundle of five Kate Davies books from
Scotland. Kate Davies is possibly one of the
world’s best-known fair-isle knitting experts;
her patterns use traditional colour-work
knitting to create modern garments. If you
have a tiny spark of interest in the land or in
the knitting tradition of Scotland, I guarantee it
will be stoked into a blaze as
you read through these books.
Rich photos of the landscape,
engaging essays and a dash of
Gaelic poetry are bonuses to
these wonderful knitting
pattern books! If any further
recommendation is required
speak to one of the Tuesday
Knitters who are currently
working on a Kate Davies
pattern called Sixareen Cape.
(Unfortunately, the Sixareen
pattern is not included in any
of our new books.)
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